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In urban areas and especially in inner cities, pedestrians crossing the road considerably influence
the road traffic flow. For political reasons, priority could be given to pedestrians. A larger number
of crossings reduces the pedestrian load per crossing and facilitates both the pedestrian flow and
the car flow; the ultimate case is a “cross anywhere” scenario. Earlier work shows that the road
capacity decreases with the square of the pedestrian crossing time, hence a short crossing time is
desired. Crosswalks can ensure pedestrians cross orthogonally, and thus quickly, and can thereby
improve traffic flow. Moreover, a limited number of crosswalks is less stressful than a “cross any-
where” scenario for a car driver since (s)he only needs to expect crossing pedestrians at dedicated
crosswalks. This paper studies the effect of the distances between crosswalk and road traffic capac-
ity. The paper’s goal is finding a single formula or universal set of charts that can describe the effect
of pedestrian crosswalks on traffic flow under virtually all scenarios (with long blocks). This type of
result would obviate the need for simulations of specific situations when only a rough assessment
of the effect of crosswalks is desired. Traffic flow for several distances between pedestrian crossings
is simulated, and moreover, a non-constant inter-crosswalk spacing is considered. The simulation
results can be used for other situations, using transformations and an interpolation recipe. Overall,
the closer the crosswalks, the better the flow. However, spacings closer than approximately 25-50
meters do not add much. Speed of traffic under a broad array of pedestrian crossing scenarios is
given.
Keywords: traffic flow theory, pedestrian crossings, crosswalks, road capacity.
1 Introduction
Many cities to to stimulate “active modes” for various reasons, e.g. environment, public health, or
reducing car traffic. On urban roads, vehicular traffic interacts with pedestrians which cross the
road. Crosswalks can be introduced, where pedestrians can safely cross, and have priority over
vehicular traffic. A policy of stimulating pedestrian traffic will give rise to more crosswalks, since
it will make walking more attractive. Crossing pedestrians will in these cases influence vehicular
traffic, in particular decrease the road capacity and the vehicular speed.
Usually, crosswalks are suggested for a safe crossing of pedestrians. Researches suggest that a form
of road design where all drivers need to negotiate about priorities could improve safety Hamilton-
Baillie (2008). However, the “crosswalk everywhere” situation is different, since it gives priority
to pedestrians, thereby limiting the flow and speed of vehicles, and requiring drivers to always
drive carefully. Instead, a situation with a limited number of crosswalks could be more relaxing
for drivers, since they would not need to pay as much attention to the pedestrians in the sidewalk.
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Table 1. Threshold values on vehicular flow for applying a crosswalk, from De Leur and
Wildenburg (2011)
Period No crosswalk if flow below Always crosswalk if flow above
Day 4000 veh 12500 veh
Average peak hour 320 veh/h 1000 veh/h
Volume near school start or end hours 80 veh/15 minutes 250 veh/15 min
This situation with crosswalks is hence considered in this paper.
We did not find anywhere where crosswalks are suggested other than for safety reasons. Guidelines
in the Netherlands are only how the crosswalks should be designed. The Dutch highway capacity
manual (CROW, 2017) indicates in chapter 12.11.10 and 12.11.1 (guidelines to design pedestrian
crossings how the specific geometric design (horizontal and vertical curvature) can cause a decrease
of speed. The guidelines recommend: (1) ensuring low vehicular speeds (85% of the vehicles has a
speed of 50 km/h or lower), (2) a crossing distance of 5.5 meter at maximum, (3) sufficient visibility
of pedestrians for motorists. On the issue when to create a crosswalk, the guidelines are not clear.
Guidelines only indicate when a facility needs to be created to have pedestrians crossing the road
safely, but they do not differentiate for pedestrian priority or not. In any of the following cases, a
form of pedestrian crossing is recommended. The above-mentioned should be created if there are
either (1) (a) short period(s) of high-volume of crossing pedestrians (near bus stops, or schools, or
(2) long periods of crossing of individual pedestrians – as guideline, they mention approximately
100 crossings between 7am and 7pm, or (3) relatively high fraction of vulnerable pedestrians, e.g.
elderly, children, handicapped.
Whereas this indicates when the issue of crossing pedestrians requires attention, it does not dif-
ferentiate yet between crosswalks (by which we mean a facility with priority for pedestrians) or
a marked pedestrian crossing (without priority for pedestrians). Guidelines for when to build a
crosswalk are not in the highway capacity manual (Transportation Research Board,, 2010), nor in
the Dutch guidelines. De Leur and Wildenburg (2011) try to fill the gap and mention there should
be crosswalks or traffic lights depending on (1) the presence of a cyclist crossing (no concrete rec-
ommendation) (2) the vehicular flow (see table 1 for values): a too high vehicular flow will without
crosswalk cause too long waiting times and (3) the presence of other crosswalks. In relation the
other crosswalks, they mention 80 meters as reference for a crosswalk close by, but do not support
that value.
Note that these are not necessarily crosswalks at an intersection. Mid-block crosswalks have been
studied by Zhao et al. (2017), focussing on the pedestrian crossing time and speed. From empirical
observations of several crosswalks, they find pedestrians have a more or less constant speed while
crossing of 1-1.1 m/s. Combining this with the guideline of at most 5.5 meter crossing width, a
pedestrian will typically block the road for 5 seconds. Yang et al. (2016) present guidelines for the
design of a mid-block crossing: they perform a comparison on signalised and unsignalised inter-
sections for several junctions, using a multi-criteria analysis, taking into account delays, emissions,
life-cycle costs and safety. Whereas these studies indeed indicates the need for crosswalks, a proper
discussion on the amount of crosswalks is lacking.
Earlier work (Daganzo and Knoop, 2016) showed that a “cross anywhere” scenario, where any
part of the road could be considered a crosswalk, would be best for cars and pedestrians in terms
of travel times. The reasoning for this is as follows. Conceptually, the larger the inter-crosswalk
distance D, the more pedestrians there are per crosswalk. Since the capacity of a road stretch is
determined by the capacity of its bottleneck, the crosswalks determine the capacity. On a road with
more than one bottleneck, the capacity is determined by the bottleneck with the lowest capacity,
being the crosswalk with the highest pedestrian load. Therefore, for the capacity, not the total
amount of pedestrian crossings or crossing pedestrians matter, but the flow of pedestrians per
crosswalk. This number can be decreased by creating more crosswalks, which is hence beneficial
for the capacity (and hence speed) of road traffic, and also for the pedestrians which have a shorter
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distance towards the closest crosswalk. For throughput and travel times, the optimum for both car
drivers and pedestrian hence seems to be a “cross anywhere” situation. That problem is discussed
in Daganzo and Knoop (2016) and an equation for road capacity for this situation was presented.
First of all, it might cause pedestrians to walk slowly or cross not perpendicular to the road, which
increases crossing time, which in turn has a large (quadratic) effect on the capacity. Crosswalks can
enforce perpendicular crossing if they are not placed next to each other. So, therefore it is better
to have crosswalks rather than have crosswalks everywhere. Moreover, the stress for car drivers
might be too high, which have to account for pedestrians crossing at any time. Crosswalks can
also overcome this shortcoming. This paper studies this situation of the yet unknown resulting
vehicular traffic flow under mid-block unsignalized pedestrian traffic. The gap addressed in this
study is hence: to which extent will car traffic be influenced by pedestrians crossings at crosswalks,
and which role plays the inter-crosswalk distance in this?
A series of simulations will show speed and capacity curves. Some general conclusions are drawn
on the interaction effects between cars and pedestrians on crosswalks. More importantly for prac-
tice is that the given curves, along with the transformation equations in the paper, can describe the
traffic flow for a wide variety of problems.
Assumptions in this paper are that the time instants that the pedestrians approach the road are
independently of each other (hence their headway distribution is exponential), and the locations
are homogeneously distributed over the length of the road. This happens for instance in a city
center where a road separates two sides of a shopping street, and people want to visit shops at both
sides of the road. Moreover the curves will be created for vehicles following Newell’s simplified
car-following model (Newell, 2002). The free-flow speed, the closest headway, and the jam spacing
are the three parameters of the model and the simulations with the transformations will provide
results for all parameter settings.
The remainder of the paper is set up as follows. First, section 2 simplifies the problem so it can be
described with few variables. Then, simulations are done, testing the influence of these variables
on the traffic stream. The setup of these simulations is explained in section 3. Then, section 4
presents and interprets the results of the simulation runs. Section 5 shows how the results of this
paper can be applied to solve this problem for cases with different characteristics. The appendix
provides curves useful when applying this work in practice. Finally, section 6 discusses the results
and presents some conclusions.
2 The pedestrian crossing problem
This section discusses the problem and its fundamental properties. First, a methodological justifi-
cation is provided in section 2.1 before section 2.2 introduces simplifying symmetries and scalings.
2.1 Methodological justification
If vehicles would not need physical space or crosswalks are very far apart, traffic can flow whenever
there are gaps in the flow of pedestrians. This problem has been studied in the 60’s and 70’s. For
instance, the problem is related to the waiting time to enter a major road, i.e. the time it takes
until a suitable gap arises (Hawkes, 1968). (Daganzo, 1977) expanded, and introduced a difference
for a required gap between a first vehicle and subsequent vehicles, which could in our case allow
for introducing the pedestrian crossing time. However, the main problem is that once crosswalks
become closely separated, the space to queue between the crosswalks is too limited. The same
problem arises also with closely spaced intersections, and is then referred to as short block problem.
Variational theory (Daganzo, 2005) can be used to overcome this problem capturing explicitly the
space that queued vehicles occupy. However, for this particular problem the analytical deriva-
tions and formulas become too complicated to be useful. Therefore, for this problem, we resort to
simulation.
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The assumptions in this paper bring limitations. First of all, the road traffic flow assumptions,
Newell’s simplified car following model is not as “advanced” as other models. However, for aver-
age behavior, it performs well, yielding on the aggregate level an empirically observed relationship
between flow and speed. Besides, all car-following models would need a location-specific calibra-
tion, without which the results would be void. In case the Newell model is used, results can be
generated for a general case, and afterwards, these be transformed to the situation at hand (with
the right calibrated values for traffic and pedestrians) without redoing the simulations.
That same arguments holds for other methods models describing the individual action of pedestri-
ans. One of the options would be to use a microscopic model for the pedestrian. An option would
be to use social force model, (Helbing and Molnar, 1995), or this model generalised for wayfinding
in continuous space and time in Nomad, (Hoogendoorn and Bovy, 2004)). This would allowing the
pedestrians to move freely. For an extensive overview of simulation models, we refer to (Duives
et al., 2013). Just like for car traffic simulation, microscopic simulation of pedestrians should be
adapted to the specific situation at hand, and cannot be generalised to a generic case. Therefore,
in this paper we choose a more generalisable way, where pedestrians are introduced as temporal
blockings independent of the cars.
We recognize that a typical city block also includes arriving flows at its ends from pedestrians that
have origins and destinations elsewhere. Therefore, in order to keep the number of scenarios at
a minimum, while isolating the problem of interest, we will assume that our block is of infinite
length.
Future work should consider finite blocks and all boundary effects they introduce. The resulting
curves can be used as approximate guideline for long shopping streets. Indeed, a microscopic
simulation of the exact case at hand (other distribution of pedestrians for example) would be the
only option, but not generalisable for other cases.
2.2 Problem characteristics
This problem has various characteristics. The first and third column of table 2 show the most
relevant variables and their meaning. The problem is defined by the properties of the car traffic,
pedestrian traffic and crosswalk location.
Table 2. The symbols and their meaning. Capitals denote dimensional variables and lowercase
letters dimensionless variables. Boldface letters indicate properties of the road under crossing
pedestrians.
Symbol Meaning
Dimensional Dimensionless
Vf vf = 2 Free flow speed
Kj kj = 1 Jam density
Qo qo = 1 Road capacity without crossing pedestrians
Q q Vehicular flow with crossing pedestrians
Qo qo Road capacity with crossing pedestrians
Ko ko = 1/2 Critical density
W w = 2 Wave speed
Y y = 1/2 Newell’s wave trip time between two successive vehicles
So so = 2 Critical spacing
Sj sj = 1 Jam spacing
F f /2 Pedestrian flow per unit of time per unit of road length
T τ = 1 Pedestrian crossing time
MD µD Mean distance between two crosswalks
ΣD σD Standard deviation of the distance between two crosswalks
K k Vehicular density
For the car traffic, we assume a triangular fundamental diagram, which means the driving char-
acteristics are defined by the variables
{
Vf,Kj, Qo,Ko,W
}
. Three of these can be chosen freely. The
density on the road is an external variable, for which we want to see the influence on the speed.
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The pedestrian traffic with flow rate Q is assumed to be homogeneously distributed over space,
and the headways of the pedestrians are exponentially distributed. The duration of a pedestrian
crossing is the second variable for the pedestrians. The locations of the crosswalks are determined
by two variables: the average inter-crosswalk distance, and the standard deviation thereof.
In total, hence, there are 8 variables influencing the traffic flow: 3 for the fundamental diagram, 1 for
the car density, 2 for the pedestrian crossings, 2 for the pedestrian flow. With scaling (dimensional
analysis) and slanting axes, several dimensions of the problem can be eliminated. We differentiate
in notation between dimensional and dimensionless variables: capitals denote dimensional vari-
ables and matching lower case letters scaled, dimensionless variables. In particular, we have three
units (time, space, vehicle number); moreover, we can slant the axes. These can be used to eliminate
4 variables. For more information, see (Daganzo and Knoop, 2016; Laval and Chilukuri, 2016). The
eliminated parameters are:
1. The duration of a pedestrian crossing can be scaled with time, choosing τ = 1
2. The capacity can be scaled with the unit of vehicle number, qo = 1
3. The jam density can be scaled with the unit of distance, k j = 1
4. The wave speed (in relation to the free flow speed) can be scaled by skewing the fundamental
diagram and the matching trajectories, w = vf = 2. This also yields ko = 1/2, so = 2 and
y = 1/2.
Section 5 at the end of the paper gives a recipe to implement these scalings and includes an ex-
ample. The scaling leaves four degrees of freedom in defining a situation: the pedestrian flow F,
the average inter-crosswalk distance MD, the variation of the inter-crosswalk distance ΣD, and the
density K. The pedestrian flow is expressed as flow per unit of space and unit of time. The pedes-
trian flow shall be expressed in terms of the dimensionless variable f = FVfT2. Because vf = 2, in
the new coordinate system f = 2F, or F = f /2. Table 3 shows an overview of the tested values for
the tested parameters. For the pedestrian flow f , we consider values from 0.001 to 0.3, measured
in pedestrians per pedestrian crossing time per distance covered at free flow speed in a pedestrian
crossing time, representing a very low and a very high flow. The real-world interpretation of this
is given based on an example of of free flow speed Vf = 30 km/h and a pedestrian cross time T =
5s. We find F = f /
(
T2Vf
)
= 5184 pedestrians/h/km. Since all of them will block the road for 5
seconds, higher flows are unrealistic to have without traffic lights.
For the mean inter-crosswalk distance, we consider values from just over half the distance a vehicle
travels in a pedestrian crossing time, which is a short distance (25 meters in the case above), to 22
times this distance (2 kilometers). If the inter-crosswalk distance gets larger, it is hardly worthwhile
to consider the spatial effects of this crosswalk in one system – the system gets very large. Moreover,
there high risk of people crossing at other places than at the crosswalks (jaywalking). For the
standard deviations of the crossing distance, we choose values between 0 (equal spacing) and 0.3.
Very high standard deviations will lead to quasi random crosswalk locations. For the density we
spanned the density range in steps of 1/40.
Table 3. Values for the parameters
Parameter Values
f 0.001 0.002 0.005 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3
µD .56 1.1 2.2 5.6 11 22
σD 0 0.1 0.2 0.3
k (0), 1/40, 2/40, ..., 38/40, 39/40, (40/40)
The aim of the paper is to consider the effect of all possible parameter combinations on both the
road’s capacity and the vehicle speeds for different traffic densities. Since a fairly exhaustive set of
dimensionless parameter combinations were simulated, the paper’s results comprehensively cover
virtually all real situations that can arise in practice. How these results can be used for solving
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problems in dimensional units is explained in section 5.
3 Simulation setup
This paper studies the results numerically using simulations. For the sake of understandability of
the magnitude of various elements, we present the case study in real world, dimensional coordi-
nates. The results will presented in section 4 in dimensionless coordinates.
A closed loop road is considered as this allows to control for density and isolate the effect of the
crosswalks without getting interference with the effect of intersections. We choose a length of L=16
km (a long distance) to mimic an infinitely long road.
For the vehicles, Newell’s simplified car-following model is used (Newell, 2002), with Vf= 9m/s,
Sj = 9m and Qo=1800 veh/h. (Note this is a symmetrical fundamental diagram.) For under-critical
densities, the speed is equal to the free flow speed. For over-critical densities, the equilibrium speed
could be calculated based on the density and the fundamental diagram:
V = q(k)/k =
Qo −W(K− Ko)
K
(1)
Initially, all vehicles are placed with equal spacing. If the spacing is smaller than the critical spacing,
they move at the equilibrium speed for that spacing, derived from equation 1
For the pedestrians, their headway is generated from an exponential distribution, with a mean of
λ = FL. The first pedestrian arrives after 10 s (avoiding potential problems with this pedestrian
arriving within the Newell wave trip Y), and iteratively the arrival time for a pedestrian is derived
from arrival time of the previous pedestrian and it’s headway. The location of the arrival of a pedes-
trian is generated from a uniform distribution [0,L]. The spacing between one pedestrian crossings
and the next is chosen from a normal distribution with a mean MD and a standard deviation ΣD.
Pedestrians are then assigned to the pedestrian crossing closest to their location. The simulation is
run for 750 minutes, in order to have sufficient independent measurements. All pedestrians have
a crossing time T of 10 seconds. Previously, we found that the average crossing time is important,
and variations have only a minor effect (Daganzo and Knoop, 2016).
The flow is computed using Edie’s definitions (Edie, 1965) over a one-minute interval over the
complete road length. For each condition, 750 one-minute observations are made for the flow. The
first 100 measurements are ignored for to warm up of the simulation. The speed is computed as
the quotient of the flow and the density. For determining the capacity, the maximum of the flow
over the densities is taken, which, given the symmetrical fundamental diagram in the simulation,
is found in all cases halfway the density range.
To simulate all combinations of the (dimensionless) variables in table 3, we adapt the flow of the
pedestrians, the average inter-crosswalk distance, and its standard deviation.
4 Discussion of results
The simulations of section 3 were run and the results expressed in dimensionless units. In this
section we discuss the results using a representative sample of scenarios. We will first discuss the
capacities and then the speeds. How the results should be interpreted for a practical case at hand,
is discussed later, in section 5. The simulation results in full, which are needed for application in
practice, are shown in the appendix (appendix A), since these can be skipped without losing the
storyline.
4.1 Capacities
Figure 1 shows the capacities as function of the inter-crosswalk µD distance. It also includes the
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Figure 1. Capacities for different inter-crosswalk distances .The capacity decrease as function of the increasing
mean distance between two crosswalks. Different colors indicate different pedestrian flows; different widths
indicate different variations in in inter-crosswalk distance. The red squares for µD=0 indicate the variational
theory (VT) solution for continous crossings from Daganzo and Knoop (2016).
capacity for a cross-anywhere situation, as estimated in Daganzo and Knoop (2016):
qo = 1
/(
1 +
√
8/pi
√
f + 1.27 f + 0.35 f 2/3
)
(2)
In the graph, the value is represented by a square for an inter-crosswalk distance 0. The good
match strongly suggest that the simulation was properly implemented. The curves starting from
each square have the same f and only differ in σD.
As expected, the flow decreases with pedestrian flow f and mean inter-crosswalk distance µD.
They are always lower than the “cross everywhere case”. For µD = 0.56, the lowest simulated value,
the capacity is almost equal to the capacity of cross everywhere case with continuous intersections.
For any other inter-crosswalk distance µD value lower than approximately 0.5 we hence expect to
find flows equal to the flow in the “cross anywhere” situation. This means that an inter-crosswalk
distance of 0.5 would yield a road capacity which is close enough so traffic operations do not change
if there are more crosswalks. In real world coordinates, for urban urban traffic conditions, this
means the closest intersections need to be placed is MD = 0.5VfT, or approximately 25-50 meters,
depending on road width and free flow speed.
The decrease of capacity with increasing inter-crosswalk distance is higher for a higher pedestrian
load. For low pedestrian loads, the capacity hardly decreases with a higher inter-crosswalk dis-
tance, since there is hardly any queuing, or interference of queues between two pedestrians – given
low load, they are almost independent in choosing a location, even if there are few.
The figure also shows the impact of variation in inter-crosswalk distance. Although this effect is
relatively minor, it can be seen that as the variation increases, the capacity decreases; this can be
explained by the fact that the capacity is determined by the most restrictive crosswalk, i.e. the
crosswalk with the highest pedestrian load. Since pedestrians take the closest crosswalk, the cross-
walk with the highest pedestrian load is the crosswalk which is furthest from it’s neighbors. If
the variation in crosswalk distance increases, there will be crosswalks with larger distances to their
neighbors.
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Figure 2. Flow and speed for combination of crosswalk distance and pedestrian flow; for all figures, σD = 0
4.2 Speeds
In this section we consider the speed for various densities. This can be shown in different ways,
which are equivalent in information, but give different insights. Figure 2 shows (in the top row)
the flow-accumulation graph, as well as (in the bottom row) the speed-accumulation graphs. The
figures show the effect of the inter-crosswalk distance and the pedestrian flows for σD = 0. We
show the figures for f = 0.02 for all µD, as well as for µD=2.2 for all f .
The MFDs seems symmetrical, which can be explained by the fact that in the case of the symmetric
fundamental diagram, voids have the same equations of motion as vehicles: see Daganzo and
Knoop (2016). All MFDs are presented in figure 3. That also shows that for higher inter-crosswalk
distances and higher variation of the inter-crosswalk distance, the flows fluctuate more. This is an
effect of the higher effect of the stochastic in these simulations: larger variations in inter-crosswalk
distances will lead to some crosswalks with more pedestrians; especially for larger inter-crosswalk
distances, these extra distances will lead to many more pedestrians, and hence have a higher effect
on the flow.
Considering the shape of the MFDs, indeed, a higher µD give a lower flow. If figure 2(a) the shape
of the MFD is remarkable: the flow reaches a near-maximum over a longer density range if the
inter-crosswalk distance is larger. A similar phenomenon can be seen for the speed under various
pedestrian loads, figure 2(d). For low pedestrian flows, the speed remains constant for a long
density range. This is because the vehicles do not interact with each other in case of low number of
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crossing pedestrians. If the speed is constant, that means that the only reason of speed reduction is
if the vehicle interacts with a pedestrian – and not for further interactions with vehicles. The line
f = 0.3 in this figure shows that for higher pedestrian flows, this interaction between the vehicles
starts already for low densities. The consequence is that the MFD (figure 2(b)) is curved from the
start.
5 Using the results: interpolation
The simulations have been performed for a specific shape of the fundamental diagram and a spe-
cific duration of the pedestrian crossing time. As stated in section 2.2, the charts of figure 3 can be
used to obtain the flows and speeds of traffic for any triangular fundamental diagram, any pedes-
trian flow and any pedestrian crossing time. In this section we will show the steps to be followed.
First, interpolation is shown with the transformation from dimensionless to dimensional coordi-
nates. Due to he high level of abstraction of the transformation, we also include an example to clar-
ify the workings of the transformations. This shows how the research outcomes should be used,
and what the research outcomes can contribute for a specific case. The steps shown are generic,
and the particular situation of the case can generalised to any other situation.
5.1 How to estimate capacity and speed
The procedure to estimate the capacity and speed is simple:
1. Find the dimensionless parameters f , µD (and k if the traffic speed is desired) corresponding
to the problem at hand by applying the transformations given below
f = FT2Vf (3)
µD =
MD
VfT
(4)
k =
K
Kj
+ δqr, with qr =
K/Ko if K ≤ KoKj−KKj−Ko if K > Ko , and δ = 1/2− Ko/Kj (5)
(6)
2. (To estimate capacity:) Choose the line from figure 1 that is closest to µD ans read from the
chart the corresponding (dimensionless) capacity qo. The actual density can be computed by:
Qo = qoQo (7)
3. (To estimate speed:) Choose the chart from this figure 3 which is closest to µD and choose the
curve closest to f ; pick the point closest to k and read the (dimensionless) flow q. The actual
flow is
Q = qQo (8)
The speed can be obtained by using
V =
Q
K
(9)
Equation 3 scales the pedestrian flow with the units of time and space, equation 4 scales the mean
inter-crosswalk distance with the unit of space. Equation 5 scales and skews of the axes of the
fundamental diagram, towards a symmetrical fundamental diagram with k j = 1 and ko = 1/2.
To obtain the speeds in a higher accuracy than reading the flow value of a single f and µD closest
to the problem at hand, a two-dimensional interpolation can be done. A two-dimensional a cubic
interpolation one accounts for the non-linearity of the results; in this case, two higher and two
lower values for both the pedestrian flow f and the inter-crosswalk distance µD are used.
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5.2 Numerical example
To show the working of the above transformations, this section will provide a numerical example.
Consider the following practical problem:
• Road properties: Vf=30 km/h, Qo=1200 veh/h, Kj=125 veh/km, Ko = 1200/30 = 40veh/km
• Pedestrians:T=5s, F=1000 peds/km/h
• Crosswalks:MD 100 meters, regular spacing (ΣD=0)
• Interest: Capacity under pedestrian crossing Qo, or vehicular speed V at K=20veh/km
First, we transform all variables in SI units. We thus have have F=1000/1000/3600=1/3600 peds/m/s,
and Vf = 30/3.6 m/s. Now, we perform the tree steps laid out in section 5.1.
1. First, we obtain the dimensionless variables. Performing the transformation from 3 we obtain
f = FT2Vf =
1
3600
5230/3.6 = 0.057 (10)
The inter-crosswalk distance is calculated as (equation 4)
µD =
MD
VfT
=
100
30/3.65
= 2.4 (11)
To obtain k (equation 5), we first find
Qr = K/Ko = 20/40 = 1/2,and (12)
δ = 20/125− 1/2 = −.18 (13)
Now, the dimensionless density is found as (equation 5)
k = K/Kj + 1/2− (−0.18) = 0.25 (14)
To check, one can see that the density K of 20 veh/km is half of the critical density. The scaled
density k is also half of the scaled critical density ko = 1/2, so k = 0.25.
2. The capacity can now be read from figure 1. At µD we read the qo=0.63. Rescaling this
(equation 7), will yield the capacity for the road under crossing pedestrians of
Qo = qoQo = 0.63× 1200 = 760veh/h (15)
3. For the speed, we consider the MFDs in figure 3, in particular figure 3(d). Reading the line for
the closest pedestrian flow ( f = 0.05) at the right density k = 0.25, we find q = 0.42. Applying
equation 8 we obtain:
Q = qQo = 0.42× 1200 = 504veh/h (16)
The speed can be obtained by using equation 9
V =
Q
K
= 504/20 = 25km/h (17)
One can improve the result by performing a bi-cubic interpoliation of the simulation results.
We consider two lower and two higher pedestrian flows, i.e. f =0.02, f =0.05, f = 0.1 and
f = 0.2. We also consider two lower and two higher inter-crosswalk distances: µD = 1.1,
µD = 2.2, µD = 5.6, and MD = 11.1. The 16 flow values are read from the appropriate figures
figure 3 and a cubic interpolation is done to find the flow value for f = 0.057 and µD=2.4.
This interpolation gives a scaled flow value of q = 0.427, a flow very close to the estimated
value by choosing the nearest neighbor (q = 0.42, as mentioned above). As validation of the
method a simulation is carried out with dimensionless variables f = 0.057 and µD=2.4; this
also yields a scaled flow value of q = 0.42. This shows the nearest-neighbor reading works
accurate enough for this case.
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6 Discussion and conclusions
This paper has shown how pedestrians on crosswalks influence the road traffic. The paper showed
how by coordinate transformation the problem is only dependent on few parameters. The rela-
tive capacity (i.e., relative to non-interrupted capacity) depends on the pedestrian flow, the inter-
crosswalk distance, and the variability of the inter-crosswalks distance pedestrian. All combina-
tions within this parameter space have been simulated, and curves on capacity have been created.
The study provides the curves which can be used for readout to obtain the traffic capacity and the
traffic speed in practical cases, without the need to do any simulations.
The capacity increases with a decreasing distance between crosswalks. This increase is most no-
ticeable for large pedestrian loads. Interestingly, for low pedestrian loads, speeds remain almost
constant with increasing car density up to the critical density. In contrast, for high pedestrian loads,
the speed declines with the pedestrian loads, also in the lower density regimes. We expect this to be
due to the interactions between queues of vehicles: for a low number of pedestrians, the crossings
are unrelated to each other, and the speed is determined by the number of pedestrians crossing.
For higher pedestrian loads, a similar speed can be obtained. However, when density increases,
vehicles will not only be stopped by pedestrians, but also by vehicles, thereby reducing the speed.
Most striking result is that intercrosswalk spacings of less than approximately 25-50 meters do not
add any benefit. Compared to a “cross anywhere” scenario, the addition of crosswalks is beneficial
to reduce crossing times because pedestrians speed up on crosswalks and they cross orthogonally.
Personal observations in Berkeley show that when crosswalks are absent, pedestrians cross non-
orthogonally.
The current study shows the effect of a homogeneous road, with equal pedestrian crossings (only
different inter-crosswalk distance and variation thereof), and a homogeneous pedestrian crossing
demand. Future research includes studies to the effect of a variation of pedestrian demand, and
limiting the area of pedestrian crossing, showing the effect of block and inter-block crossings and
the effect of shared space sections on through traffic.
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A Overview of simulation results
MFDs for all inter-crosswalk distances and pedestrian flows are shown in figure 3. Results for σD larger
than zero are omitted due to space restriction and the limited effect of the variation on the results.
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Figure 3. All MFDs
